## SECTION I Reportable items

### CATEGORY A – BOOKS

**A1 Authored book (researched)**


### CATEGORY B – BOOK CHAPTER

**B1 Chapter in a scholarly book (researched)**


CATEGOR C – JOURNAL ARTICLES

C1 Refereed article in a scholarly journal


Crawford, T. (2012). Investigating the language needs of culturally and linguistically diverse nursing students to assist their completion of the bachelor of nursing programme to become safe and effective practitioners. *Nurse Education Today*. Doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nedt.2012.03.005


CATEGORY E – CONFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

E1 Full written paper – delivered at a conference and published in refereed conference proceedings


CATEGORY J – OTHER CREATIVE WORKS

J1 Major written or recorded work (new composition)


J3 Individual Exhibition of original art at an Australian Gallery


CATEGORY L – HIGHER DEGREE COMPLETIONS

L1 Principal Supervisor of a PhD student supervised to completion


L2 Principal Supervisor of a Research Masters student supervised to completion


CATEGORY M – EXTERNAL GRANTS >$5,000